**Class Track Meet**

**Won by Sophomores As Johnson Stars**

Johnson Makes New Record in Broad Jump; Jenkins Sets Record in Mile

Stan Johnson Elected Captain
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220-yard dash—Won by Nygaard '37; second, McLellan '37; third, Wochos '31; fourth, Code '33; fifth, Beckman '34; Time. 23.9.

220-yard hurdles—Won by Johnson '36; second, Paetz '37; third, DeWitt '37; fourth, Smith '37; fifth, Noyes '38; Time. 25.5.

High jump—Won by Ray '36; he tied between Donnan '36, Johnson '36, Hadley '35, Height. 5 ft. 11 in.

Pole vault—Won by Dietz '36; second, Lemmens '37; third, Kinkead '38; fourth, Hines '37; fifth, Hines '38; Height. 11 ft.

Running broad jump—Won by Johnson '36; second, DeWitt '37; third, Kitts '38; fourth, Hadley '38; fifth, Webster '37; Distance. 20 ft. 6 in.

Shot put—Won by Thomson '37; second, Wood '38; third, LeBlanc '36; fourth, Shirley '38; fifth, Groeneveld '35; Distance. 20 ft.

Discus—Won by Gradin '36; second, Thomson '37; third, Allgood '36; fourth, Shirley '38; fifth, Groeneveld '35; Distance. 120 ft.

Javelin throw—Won by Brews '36; second, Thomson '37; third, Simons '37; fourth, Shirley '38; fifth, Groeneveld '35; Distance. 160 ft.

Five Technology Men Compete In Golf Club's

Technology entered five men in the Golf Intercollegiates last Friday and Saturday at the Boston Country Club in Watertown. Of the five entrants, Flood, Good, Everett, Goodwin, and Pretty were selected in the Friday preliminary matches. They were Good, who turned in a 77, Goodwin with a 65, Everett with a 62. In the finals on Saturday, Everett finished twelfth, with Everett placing twenty-fourth.

**Technique**
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issue is fine. The tories will be distributed to subscribers today in the morning edition, 35, 36, 37, 38, P. M., and all day tomorrow. There will be a special edition for non-subscribers. The winners of the Technique Golf Tournament took place on Open House Day, will receive certificates.

The Technique holds a dinner dance at the Parker House, Saturday, May 18.

**T. E. M. Review**
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At any rate the first assumption would seem to be borne out by William Learner, whose description of the "gondola" features a bewildering succession of air-conditioning, electric light, and a neat control radio, inter-room telephone system and his work, which is not unlike most modern houses, if we may judge from what we may call self-enclosed in a real chair instead of expecting anything on that score. I later found this out to be the grand piano.

On "High Speed Engines"

We haven't space to tell you of other engaging pieces including an article on artificial rubber, one on the latest use of carbon-steel in the name, revealing one on "High Speed Engines."

Some of the revealed facts disclose that an airplane engine is not a high speed engine. So both a really high speed engine, it seems, one needs the same kind of high-speed engine, a really high speed engine, it seems, one must turn to the racing automobile which runs 800 r.m.p., four times as fast as the D. 511. M. Jr.

**Lacrosse Players Conclude Season**

Coach "Tommy" Tucker's Squad Handicapped All Year

Lacrosse, one of the last sports to end during the past week, was concluded for the season when the Beavers lost their final game to Brown last Wednesday. Technology's Lacrosse team is not to be praised for having won no games this season. It must be remembered that throughout the season the squad has consisted of a mere handful of players, or more than 4 or 5 substitutions available in any game. Lacrosse is one of the most strenuous sports, in a class with hockey and football, and it is almost impossible to expect too much of a dozen men to maintain a team-man spirit for an hour of high-speed play.

Team Work Developed

In view of this, it is seen that the Lacrosse boys have done some really fine work this season. They climbed definitely upwards in their first five games this season, cutting down the relative scores of their opponents in each succeeding game. It was not until the semi-final game of the year that they showed the closest being with the all-state New Haven, which comprised of 5 full teams and additional substitutes. Realizing the quantitative deficiency of his team, Coach "Tommy" Tucker has stressed teamwork throughout the entire season and has polished his small group down to a compact unit which plays with a high degree of co-ordination. The large number of these men are undergraduates and will be available next year makes good the possibility of having a strong lacrosse team next year. Bob Leventhal, '36, George Crummey, Jack Colby, '35, Robert Des Raismes, '37, asst. mgr. have it in him to better his best record to date.

**SPORTS COMMENT**

The choice of Stan Johnson as the leader of next year's track team is a most appropriate one. Stan has been outstanding in the broad jump ever since he entered the Institute, and his ability in the hurdle events is by no means slight. Under the capable tutelage of Bob Botsk, the Newton athlete has developed to the point where he is a strong contender for a place on the American Olympic team for 1936. Jesse Owens, the star trackman from Ohio State, has the edge on Johnson in the broad jump at present, but Stan has it in him to better his best record to date.

The Cambridge Collegians made a rather sorry showing Saturday against Westworth, the worst part of it being that it was an entirely unplayed. Thus they finished their season without a single win, but plenty of officially recognized Tech teams have done the same this year. Those who have been in luck of the team this spring have shown that a team could be organized to play collegiate opposition on the average of twice a week. The question that naturally arises is whether sufficient interest and time will be spent on a similar team next year.

It was decided last night that smoked bacon would be awarded to the players on all teams that tied for the intercollege baseball championship this spring. This was decided the wisest decision, for only the Seniors would have been able to field a team this late in the term to play off the existing tie. It would have been a hollow championship had the Seniors won on this basis, and it would have been unfair to any of the other two teams had one of the three teams won the title on the basis of total runs scored, for the Juniors had 24, the Freshmen 23, and the Seniors 22. The last named had only 11 runs scored against them, the yearlings, 15, and the high-scoring Juniors scored on 17 times.

Unless the participants in the doors teams treaty get out of the bell, in the usual popular phrase, the winner will not be known until games. The tournament is now in the quarter final stage, and if we get wet weather in the next few days, the finals will unfortunately have to be played during the exam period.